COM S/CPRE 513x Midterm Research Project: A Survey of a Program Analysis Topic

Write a survey with the topic of your choice.

Deliverable:

- Phase 1 (paper selection): please send in a list of papers you plan to include in your survey. Using .bib and latex to generate a bibliography
- Phase 2 (paper reading and notes): please send in comments, ideas, questions related to papers you have read. You don’t need to repeat the paper content in your report.
- Phase 3 (survey submission): please send in a final version of the survey
  - You can use table/figure to help classify your papers
  - Please also include your own thoughts on future directions of the area

Timeline:

- Mar 8: 11:59 pm (Paper selection)
- Mar 21: 11:59 pm (Paper reading and notes)
- Mar 28: 11:59 pm (Survey submission)